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Museums and other entities that make cultural history
accessible to the general public have been struggling
with the problem of creating experiences that are
appealing, yet deep and meaningful. With recent
developments in mobile devices, a new range of fun
experiences can be delivered to the visitors but
ultimately the search is on for making visits to cultural

sites more exciting as an experience beyond the used
media channels. The gamification of a visitor’s
experience is one interesting possibility but so far there
is little knowledge on how to successfully incorporate
and enmesh game elements into cultural content. We
believe that mechanisms from alternate-reality games
(ARGs) can infuse museum visits with a new flavor that
has appeal for the public. In this paper we will describe
a project that aims at leveraging ARG properties to
make a mobile location-based cinematic experience
more attractive.

Historical context
In 2012, the city of Geneva will be celebrating the
300th anniversary of the birth of writer and philosopher
Jean-Jacques Rousseau. For this occasion, the
municipality is coordinating colloquia, round tables,
online databases of manuscripts, operas, a puppet
show, concerts, theatre plays, historical reenactments,
exhibitions, films, promenades and interactive
installations. It is the occasion to rediscover the work of
the precursor of the French revolution, early theorist of
modern democracies and of interactivity, author of
numerous books on education and the social contract,
but also figure of Romanticism and of psychoanalysis
[15]. Although some his monographs were judged
scandalous and censored by the authorities later in his
life, J.-J. Rousseau was born in Geneva and spent his
formative years there, until the age of 16.

Description
For this special occasion, we are designing, curating
and producing a promenade and collective treasure
hunt across the city, in the footsteps of Rousseau.
Viewers will download a custom-made application to
their GPS-enabled smartphones, and indications on

their screen will guide them across the city, with the
objective of looking for a collection of original short
films that will be made by about a dozen visual and
sound artists from Geneva and around the world.

An ARG about Jean-Jacques Rousseau
ARGs, who have emerged in the context of viral
marketing campaigns (for the A.I. Spielberg movie, the
Halo 2 video game or the 2008 Olympic Games), are
characterized by : 1) blurring the boundary between
reality and fiction, using the «This is Not a Game»
(TINAG) strategy; 2) being extremely addictive; 3)
requiring the collective, collaborative and self-organized
work of many online players to solve a series of
puzzles; 4) being cross-media and using multiple
communication channels.
We propose in our project to combine these properties
of ARGs with mobile location-based storytelling [14], to
entice the viewer on a treasure hunt to find a collection
of short films illustrating the life and philosophy of
Rousseau in his home town.

Previous work
Concerning the mediatic adaptation of Rousseau's life,
it has already been done for television by the Swiss
filmmaker Claude Goretta in a 1962 short B&W
documentary and a 1978 color biopic. As for non-linear
media, French interactive filmmaker Jean-Louis Boissier
has made two CD-ROMs on Rousseau, that are
commercially distributed and regularly shown as art
installations; they are authored with Macromedia
Director and the Quicktime technology, and their
content is based on two of Rousseau's late
autobiographies : «Les Confessions» and «Les Rêveries
d'un Promeneur Solitaire». They were shot at the

precise locations that Rousseau mentions in his
memoirs, 250 years later, with local casts.
As for museums, several places where Rousseau has
lived have been turned in small museums or public
galleries : essentially in Geneva, Montmorency, Môtiers.
The first two are currently equipped with classical
audioguides.
Mobile audio guides as artforms can be traced back to
the use of the Sony Walkman by Antenna Theater or
the Audio Walks of Janet Cardiff [20]. The first Video
Walk was made by this same artist for the Carnegie
Museum of Art in 1999; it was linear and recorded on
tape. Other recent location-based audio pieces in a city
include Murmur [17], Soundwalk [22], and Sound Delta
[21].
In 1994, British filmmaker Peter Greenaway created a
public space installation in the entire city of Geneva for
100 days consisting of 100 staircases that visitors could
climb to see the city from a different point of view.
Greenaway has been arguing for a new kind of cinema
that would take viewers outside of the dark room, into
the physical world [9].
«Mobile cinema» was coined in a 2003 paper at MIT in
the Interactive Cinema Group [4, 13]. It is defined by :
1) the ability to watch moving images with a
synchronized sountrack on a small handheld device; 2)
the necessity to physically move around and discover
the real world; 3) the location-specific nature of the
media played, whose content is tied to a geographical
spot. This form of locative entertainment was
exemplified in an urban environment by Nisi in her
«Media Portrait of the Liberties» [11], and in a wild
setting by Wood in her «Nature Trailer» [5], both set in
Ireland.
Our second line of inspiration is the genre of mobile
chasing games that require an active involvement and

coordination of online and/or physical players to find
characters or treasures in a real physical space. It was
pioneered in an academic environment by the team of
Falk and al in 2001 [2,6]. The same year, artist
collective Blast Theory with the Mixed Reality Lab of the
University of Nottingham performed the seminal piece
«Can You See Me Now?» in which online players could
move their avatar in a real city, chased by real
performers [1]. Finally, in 2004, at USC, «Tracking
Agama» proposed a narrative-based exploration of Los
Angeles, in pursuit of a mysterious missing urban
researcher called Agama, using SMS messaging, voice
calls and blog entries [16].

Design and technical considerations
What matters mostly in our design philosophy is the
point of view and particular trajectory of each player, in
terms of the partial knowledge and partial view each of
them has of the entire game board. In literary theory, it
is common to talk about focalization. The narrator (for
stories) or puppetmaster (for ARGs) is omniscient
(god's eye view), in the sense that he or she knows
where all the media are located, and how to find them.
But the player, when he or she starts the game, knows
nothing, and has to follow the hints and cues left by the
game designers and by other players, as well as
personal intution and heuristics, to progress in the
game. A good design consists in revealing step-by-step
the whole terrain, by constructing puzzles whose
difficulty are adaptive to the skills of each player while
at the same time maximizing their enjoyment and flow
in the experience [3]. For our design decisions, we
have used the questions posed in this paper [18].
To deploy our project, we will use readily available
commercial smartphones such as the Apple iPhone with
built-in GPS sensor. We are not thinking of using other

types of sensors, but have been considering the
possible use of QR codes. To follow the metaphor of
Lalya Gaye in Sonic City [8], we will use the «city as an
interface» to navigate the game. The natural and
artificial geographical boundaries of the city, created by
more than five thousand years of urban development is
the environment in which the visitors have to uncover
the many layers of the city and how they relate to the
philosophical and political topics addressed by
Rousseau in his writings.
Since network availability is dependent on the coverage
offered by mobile operators and since their services can
be very expensive, we are leaning toward the
implementation of a compiled mobile application that
would not depend on the network, only on GPS. Nisi
and Pan relied on local 802.11b, which is possible in a
restricted urban environment, or on a campus, but not
in a city-wide experiment. We are considering to use
the technology developed by Ulrich Fischer for his
project «Walking The Edit» [7,19].
In order to allow the viewers to watch the complete
collection of films they have found during their walk, we
will create a special web site. After returning from their
journey, viewers will be able to see what trajectory
they have taken in the city, and replay all the films
they have collected, in high resolution, on a desktop
computer. During the walk, they will watch a small
version on their phone of each film «nugget», which all
have a duration comprised between 30 and 240
seconds. For users that have a physical disability or for
those who want to experience the project from a
distant city, there will be a simulation mode whereby a
user can create an avatar to virtually walk in the city.

Part of the clues about the location of the films will be
provided by putting stickers and graffitis in the city of
Geneva, as well as planting real actors in the
environment who will need to be questioned by the
visitors. For online players, a network of TINAG-style
web sites and fictional Facebook characters will be
created.
The questions that remain unanswered are :
- Will physical and online visitors be able to see each
other and to exchange messages ?
We were thinking of allowing visitors to leave GPS tags
and annotations, for others to see.
- What kind of navigational cues will be displayed on
the user phone, in between two content nuggets ?
At EPFL, Nicolas Nova, in his usability experiment
«CatchBob!» [12], allowed players to see each other
and to draw arrows in order to point each other in a
certain direction. Whereas Blast Theory used a simple
chat system between the players, so they could share
information about the state of the game and the
position of the runners.

Conclusion
Although our design process is still in progress, we
seriously think there is a lot to learn about today's
marketing techniques such as ARGs, for the design of
audiovisual guides and city walks. If official cultural
institutions in Europe could learn from advertisement
agencies, the museum experience could become fun
and interactive, instead of being stiff and boring, and
risking to keep at a distance the young audiences,
which are the ones that most need to learn about and
be aware of our collective past.
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